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A directional creative studio and consultancy.
Led by brand consultant Elaine Michell, its philosophy is
one of attuned and conscious creativity, and it is dedicated
to crafting game-changing, realisable, sustainable and
measurable creative concepts and advice.
Services including creative direction, art direction, creative
consulting, insight and strategy, brand identity, design
(print, publishing, packaging).
Originally founded in a converted 1850’s chapel on the coast of Cornwall, the studio works with companies from
the niche to thoseon the FTSE250 index. Clients including Disney beauty, Ghost Fragrances and Ted Baker.

Elaine Michell

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

With more than a decade’s experience in direction, print
and packaging, Elaine is an intuitive and insightful creative
thinker and strategist. Her sought-after work is a testament to
her unique and innovative vision, and has been featured in
several design publications.
Career highlights: University College Falmouth BA(hons) Graphic Design, Senior Designer at Allies Design, Freelance for the likes of
Coley Porter Bell (Ogilvy/WPP group), Lead Designer for Ted Baker beauty, Creation of Studio 1850 in 2013.

Martha Holmes

DESIGNER AND EDITOR

Martha finds inspiration in connections, conversations, ways of
thinking and ways of seeing, and fuels her creative vision with
design and literature. A natural concept creator, she is also an
artist with multiple solo shows and publications to her name.
Career highlights: University College Falmouth BA(hons) Graphic Design, Featured in In Clover magazine, Featured artist in historic
galleries such as The New Craftsman, and artist collaborations with the likes of Petersham Nurseries.

BOOKABLE
SERVICES

1. Hourly Consultations
A private 1:1 hour session to uncover the blocks keeping you from
expansion – establishing movement, inspiration, and strategy.
Held with Studio 1850’s Creative Director, Elaine – with more than a decade’s experience in direction, print and
packaging, Elaine is an intuitive and insightful creative thinker and strategist. Her sought-after and published work
is a testament to her unique and innovative vision.
The session is open to all questions, and arriving with a set outcome is not necessary. We will unpack all the blocks
you have, uncover what is weighing you down, discover exactly what excites you about your business or project,
and why you wanted this. With this energy shift, we’ll work with the elements that inspire you, and develop an
insightful and calming action plan, allowing the breathing space that takes your business to where you truly want
it to be.

PRICING:

£180–

INCLUDES:

– 1 hour 1:1 session
–F
 ully prepared follow up
document covering our notes,
suggestions, contacts, and step by
step movements forward.
LOCATION:

Our studio or online via Zoom.
WHO IS IT FOR?

“It’s not exaggerating to say that the session with Elaine was life-changing.
Taking time out of my busy work life to do something that seems self indulgent,
is something I struggle with... this was the best thing I’ve done all year. Elaine
broke down my goals, outlined my purpose and gave me some concise actions to
help me move forward. I arrived feeling stuck, stressed, tired and flat. When I
left I was so excited about my business and its future and felt a refreshed energy
and love for it. Being self employed is an emotional rollercoaster, but the session
helped me to feel grounded and in control. I’ll be back for the next
stage in my business and personal life.”
ROSIE DRAKE-KNIGHT: Modern

womenswear designer and retail platform, focusing on highly
crafted, considered and sustainable pieces found at roake.studio and @roakestudio

BOOK
HERE

Independent business leaders from
year 0 onwards. Their business is
typically intertwined with their life,
and they take tremendous care with
what they are creating.
EXAMPLE TOPICS:

Mental or physical blocks, business
development, action plans,
omni-channel alignment, customer
experience and connection, product/
offer tiering, worth and fees, burn
out, marketing, industry contacts,
brand development and strategy,
design thoughts, ethos.

“... I went in quite nervous as I wasn’t sure what
I wanted to talk about, but within a few minutes
Elaine said to me “yes but you’re an artist” and
it’s honestly changed the way I look at myself as a
creative. We spoke for an hour about the work that
I’d done over the years – children’s books, ceramics,
illustration and how I saw them as failures which
made me nervous about pursuing painting, but
Elaine explained how they were actually creative
outlets that I’d explored as an artist, not failures and
I shouldn’t have to limit myself to one thing. I went
home and wrote “YOU ARE AN ARTIST” above
my desk and I say it to myself daily...”
EMMA CARLISLE: Published

@emmacarlisle_

and Macmillan prize winning illustrator and artist, known for her journey

2. Email Consultations
4x answers to your questions, conversing over email.

PRICING:

Held with Studio 1850’s Creative Director, Elaine.

INCLUDES:

We will start by asking you to complete our questionnaire so we have a background of you and your business before
any advice is shared. Ask any 4 questions you are looking for assistance with (see suggested topics in the right hand
column), and receive a highly considered answer within 24 hours. This will include actions to take, contacts you
need, or advice required. Questions can be sent all at once, or one after the other – however works best for you.
Please note, whilst this will holistically understand your overall blocks and/or business strategy, this service is more
aligned for those who are comfortable in their direction, but are struggling with specific industry knowledge.

“It has honestly been impossible to put into words how much I valued our time...
I came to Elaine in the early development stages of my brand. Her insight and
understanding of my vision was considered and thoughtful. Her dedication to
communicating the emotion, aesthetics and ethos of my brand authentically
translated into an in-depth, tailored and strategic plan for my next steps.
Alongside this she recommended a wealth of resources, research paths and
potential contacts. Elaine has an incredible pool of knowledge as well as an
inspiring and affirming presence; our meeting truly gave
me new drive and clarity. I am so looking forward to working
together in the future!”
JAYE TAYLOR: Recent

graduate, ceramicist and creator of @argilo_ , a ceramics studio
utilising the rich warmth of natural pigments from Cornish soil.

CONTACT
TO BOOK

£60–

– Questionnaire on you and your
business, plus analysis.
– Fully considered answers to your
4x questions (1 month maximum).
WHO IS IT FOR?

Independent business creators who
need expert and considered industry
knowledge.
EXAMPLE TOPICS:

Business strategy, brand audits,
product/offer tiering, worth and
fees, marketing, industry contacts,
action plans and launch schedules,
design thoughts, print and
manufacture techniques/contacts/
advice, retail advice (eCommerce
and physical, for both direct and
wholesale).

3. Day Workshops/Intensives
A physical day to work with yourself (and potentially your team)
on a specific goal or strategy. In-depth questioning, listening,
developing and planning. Utilising the creative process to inspire,
test, and execute.
Held with Studio 1850’s Creative Director, Elaine, and potentially an additional team member.
Focusing on one outcome, we will create space, understanding and direction for yourself (and the team if
appropriate) in driving your business forward – this could consider brand aesthetic, tone of voice, product
launches... see right hand column for more thoughts. This is a physical and creative workshop, where we facilitate
and provide the process, guidance and industry ideas... the goals will be directed by yourselves, and we expect you
to dig deep to ensure this day makes the difference to your business you are looking for.
This can be booked as a stand alone project, but is highly recommended to precede with an hourly consult (at least
1 week prior to this booking) in order for us to fully comprehend your business holistically, before we focus on one
specific area, and guide appropriately.

PRICING:

£600–

INCLUDES:

– Workshop between 10am-4pm.
– Follow up fully prepared
documentation of our work.
– Refreshments and lunch (if
workshop held at the studio).
WHO IS IT FOR?

Small to medium businesses, either
at start up, looking to evolve or
re-establish, wanting to communicate
their values, or launch a new
offering/product/space.
LOCATION:

“I just wanted to thank you for your support with the branding for the Beacon
Project. I found our initial meeting really beneficial and useful, and I really liked
your approach for capturing the information and your prompt response that
evening with the suggested designs [ready for a parliament pitch] was greatly
appreciated. I will certainly recommend you for future branding
work as the whole process worked really well.”
CLARE HARRIS: Senior

Skills Officer for Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise
Partnership (CIOS LEP) and Business Engagement Manager for the Beacon Project
– a multi-million pound work inclusivity project funded by the UK government.

CONTACT
TO BOOK

Our studio, or your workspace
(travel expenses applicable).
EXAMPLE TOPICS:

Business and brand strategy,
brand audits and perception, target
audience, product/offer tiering,
marketing, packaging, brand design,
spatial design, customer journey and
narratives, omni-channel alignment,
art and visual direction, brand
alignment, tone of voice.

“[Experiencing] a creative consultancy session via Skype with
@studio_1850, was so affirming and revitalising. Elaine made
me feel comfortable and safe talking to her, like nothing I
said was silly or invalid. Her advice really resonated with
me and has left me SO excited to get started on the leaps
within my business that I’ve been wanting to take for a
while, but have been avoiding or putting off because of fear.
If you’re looking for the next step in your business, if your
experiencing mental blocks with your creative work, or
even if you just want someone to chat through your ideas
with who can offer considered, thoughtful advice, I honestly
could not recommend working with Elaine enough.”
HELEN GRIFFITHS: Sustainable

and conscious brand videographer and photographer, currently living in
Christchurch NZ, found @_helengriffiths

4. Research and Direction
A place for you to bring questions, ideas, or goals to the
forefront, and for these to be researched, considered and designed
by the studio, completed within 1 day. Aligned with investment/
buyer pitches, market testing, industry or customer trends and
innovations, shoot/brand/packaging direction. Either academic or
creative insight, and often both.
Created by the team at Studio 1850, managed by the Creative Director.
Outside contacts will be called upon if appropriate.

coach, publicised author,
hospitality expert for the Gordon Ramsey Group, and creator of the Gentle Business,
found at thegentlebusiness.com.

£700–

INCLUDES:

– Initial briefing at 9.30am (typically
online via Zoom).
– Follow up fully prepared
documentation of our researched
findings, strategy, and/or visual
direction to take you forward, by
6pm that evening.
WHO IS IT FOR?

“Elaine has an incredibly capacity to listen and absorb all the ideas and
information I throw chaotically at her and, in her inimitable calming,
transformative way, comes back with stunning creative direction.
The ‘direction’ is the critical feature for me, as it not only clarified the purpose,
place and possibility of my project, it gave me momentum and the self belief
to carry it forward. She gives timeless form to the words I use and helps
me see their place and possible impact in the wider market.
She is the most understated genius I’ve ever met.”
NADIA PENDLETON: Business

PRICING:

CONTACT
TO BOOK

Start ups, or small to medium
enterprises with a distinct question
or focus that requires research,
industry knowledge and a creative
process and/or visual direction.
EXAMPLE TOPICS:

Trend and industry forecasting
(within all sectors), art direction,
sustainability, customer markets,
competitor and market audits,
manufacturing, product or
packaging sourcing, initial concept
sketching and/or moodboarding.

Bespoke
Services

We also work with our clients on a bespoke
basis for projects such as creative direction,
art direction, brand identity, and design
(print, publishing, packaging).
Working with those from the niche, to those
on the FTSE250 index, bespoke projects are
created to match your individual needs and
so
budgets. For more information,
we can advise on the best way forward.
CONTACT US

Relevant
Work

“Elaine was involved in the design process of the
Ted Baker Residence collection from scoping
right through to the finished product and
continues to be a fundamental part of its success.
From each different texture on the vessel design,
through to the illustration concepts for each of
Ted’s favourite cities – Elaine’s attention to detail
has been second to none. Whilst working on the
Ted Baker brand, she lived and breathed it, and
captured all of Ted’s finishing touches perfectly.”

Assistant Brand Manager at KMI Brands

Lucy Henson

“Elaine was involved in the design process of the
Ted Baker Residence collection from scoping
right through to the finished product and
continues to be a fundamental part of its success.
From each different texture on the vessel design,
through to the illustration concepts for each of
Ted’s favourite cities – Elaine’s attention to detail
has been second to none. Whilst working on the
Ted Baker brand, she lived and breathed it, and
captured all of Ted’s finishing touches perfectly.”

Client / Ted Baker + KMI
Project / Men’s Fine Fragrance
Title / Christmas Gifting, Precious Metals
Year / 2017
Success / Year on year product growth and sell
through rates. Sales increase allowed for a step
change within TB fragrance design, no longer
deemed as a cheap licensing product, full access
to current season TB designs and palettes
(previously always a season previous) and now
newly retailed within Ted Baker stores as well as
infamous department stores such as Selfridges.
In 2017, the line list was further invested and
expanded to include 10 gifts and the volumes
ordered (both in store and wholesale) have
increased considerably.

Client / Ted Baker + KMI
Project / Men’s Fine Fragrance
Title / Christmas Gifting, Skinwear
Year / 2017

“The studio translated our idea into a complete
and coherent concept. With the design of the
olivery logo, our idea was given a true face that
fully incorporated our core values; it gave the
olivery brand life.”
Lonneke Mulder
Marketing and Communications Manager, Olivery

Client / Olivery (part of the Liquido d’Oro group)
Project / Brand and Packaging
Year / 2018
Details / New venture into a premium olive oil
subscription service
Success / Launching on Kickstarter, the project
was 36% funded on day one, and was 115% funded
of its €35,000 goal by close. Final bottles and
subscriptions are being shipped after this season’s
Italian oil harvest and production. Vast amount
of PR within its home country of the Netherlands
and beyond.
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Client / Lydia Harper Photography
Project / Brand Design
Year / 2019
Details / Brand design for Lydia Harper, an
international and celebrated photographer.
Young with an old soul, thoughtful, natural,
and infinitely deep; her brand needed to
reflect the crafted heritage and tonal modernity
she creates.
Confidential work: not yet launched.

Client / Lydia Harper Photography
Project / Brand Design
Year / 2019

Client / Kernow Furniture
Project / Brand and Print Design
Year / 2018
Details / Classic antiques and future heirlooms
sourced and restored by partners Bonnie and
Ed. Both are warm and skilled, and emanate the
gentle Cornish outdoors... the colour palette
was chosen by both to reflect the slate and
lichen growing on their historic stone home.

Client / Kernow Furniture
Project / Brand and Print Design
Year / 2018

Client / Studio Commission, for Grenson
Project / Art Direction
Year / 2019
Details / An in-house art directed shoot for
Grenson – shoemakers in England since 1866.
Taking 8 weeks to make each pair of shoes, the
emphasis on high quality and slow consumption
is paramount. The visual concept is a focus
on long term wearability, and the innate
connection you make with your shoes... sole
after sole... street after street.
Confidential work: not yet launched.

Client / Nunshen Teas (part of the Nespresso group)
Project / Navigation Strategy and Packaging Design
Year / 2016
Details / Conceptual work allowing Nunshen to
explore continued growth within the hospitality
industry, alongside FMCG retailing. Wayfinding and
hierarchy of strict importance with regards to B2B
and B2C, detailing their vast selection, expertise,
and consumer information. Exploring a sense of
warmth that is missing from the current branding.
As this is confidential conceptual work, the designs depicted are versions not moving forward.

Client / Nunshen Teas (part of the Nespresso group)
Project / Navigation Strategy and Packaging Design
Year / 2016

Client / Studio Commission
Project / Art Direction
Year / 2019
Details / The start of an upcoming pitch,
a beauty brand inspired by the great
portrait painters and the historic beauty
they so gently capture.
Confidential work: not yet launched.

Contact
email hello@studio1850.com
phone +44 (0)1209 215675 / +44 (0)7891 333617
visit 203 Krowji, West Park, Redruth TR15 3AJ
instagram @studio_1850
Please do contact us with any queries, or thoughts.

